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“K2B Tools Enabled Us to Be More
Productive”
Darío Ruben, Director of SIE S.A., describes his experience developing DOMINIO Créditos, an application
for managing credits in financial companies, which was completed by a single developer in record time
and which forms part of DOMINIO, SIE S.A.’s ERP.
To create this solution, which is a full-web application, we used GeneXus X and K2B Tools, to speed up
the development process even more. K2B Tools was an excellent acquisition for our company. It is a very
complete tool, which has enhanced our productivity. We were able to complete the Créditos module
with a single developer putting in a total of 250 hours.
DOMINIO Créditos enables financial entities to grant credits through the stores that are part of the
system. It provides fully automated processing for credit authorization, automating every task, from
approving the credits (by way of a Scoring service) to printing the credit agreements and payment
vouchers.
DOMINIO Créditos is also an integral solution that enables business-wide management: administrating
stores and credit lines; processing credit statements, payments to stores, installment collections provided
by a collection service (Pago Fácil), current accounts and payment orders; accounting in general; and
statistics and graphic queries.
DOMINIO has other modules, including document and incident administration, purchases, stock and
costs, production, electronic invoicing (RG AFIP), among others. In sum, it gives you everything you
need to manage a business or industrial undertaking, and most modules were developed using K2B
Tools.
SIE sees the incorporation of K2B Tools as playing a key role in the evolution of its Win-to-Web applications,
as it enabled it to develop complex solutions in a very short time, and allowed a rapid response when it
came time to adapt the applications to the specific needs of each client.
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About K2B Tools
K2B Tools is a set of tools that automates the development of GeneXus applications while reducing development time and the
complexity of applications.
Using Patterns technology, K2B Tools enables development teams to reach higher levels of productivity to generate applications
that apply the best practices of Web development.
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